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Abstract

Chemically expanded graphite (CEG) has recently been identified as promising reinforcement

for polymer composites with the ability for commercial up-scaling. In this work, silane and

polydopamine functionalized CEG were successfully synthesized and employed to prepare

ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) composites with an enhanced interfa-

cial compatibility. Characterisation of the functionalized CEG indicated a significant oxygen

reduction, which gave rise to a restoration of the graphitic structure. The polydopamine

functionalized CEG showed an enhanced exfoliation and dispersion in organic solvents and

the polymer matrix with respect to the non-modified CEG. The silane functionalized CEG

provided a higher affinity towards the matrix with polymer chains covering the CEG sheets

on the fracture surfaces. The addition of functionalized CEG enhanced the mechanical prop-

erties of the matrix with an increase in micro-hardness of up to 25% and storage modulus up

to 58%. Furthermore, the hydrophobicity of the composites was significantly enhanced with

an increase in water contact angle from 98.6◦ for the pure polymer to 119◦ for 5 wt% silane

functionalized CEG. Preliminary wear experiments indicated the potential of the composites

for tribological applications with a decrease in wear rate of up to 99% under water lubricated

conditions.
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1. Introduction1

Graphene possesses a unique combination of properties such as a high mechanical strength2

and stiffness as well as a high electrical and thermal conductivity [1]. These properties make3

graphene a promising nano-scale reinforcement for polymer composites [2]. However, the full4

potential of graphene as reinforcement is not materialised due to the often weak interfacial5

interactions with the polymer matrix and poor dispersion within the matrix. Graphene is6

hydrophobic which makes the effective dispersion in polar solvents and matrices difficult. To7

enhance the dispersability, graphene oxide (GO) is often considered as alternative which can8

easily be dispersed in polar solvents and matrices due to presence of oxygen moieties [3].9

10

Our previous work on GO / ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) compos-11

ites presented a low fracture toughness of the materials which resulted from a weak interface12

between the reinforcement and non-polar polymer [4]. For non-polar polymers, including13

UHMWPE, bonding with GO relies on weaker van der Waals forces while the hydrophobic14

nature of UHMWPE furthermore interacts poorly with the highly polar GO [5, 6]. Therefore,15

it is expected that a lower oxygen content enables an enhanced interfacial bonding with the16

matrix. Reducing GO either thermally or chemically to obtain rGO provides an option to17

acquire near oxygen-free GO. However, re-aggregation through π−π stacking and dispersion18

problems are inevitably re-introduced while lattice defects, introduced by the initial oxida-19

tion, significantly limit the mechanical properties of rGO [7, 8].20

21

Work by Lin et al. on the scalable preparation of graphene has yielded chemically expanded22

graphite (CEG) with only a low degree of oxidation (oxygen content of around 15%) [9].23

The expanded graphite lamella provided an open structure allowing for efficient exfoliation24

under mild conditions, while the low degree of oxidation prevents the extensive introduction25

of lattice defects[9]. In more recent work by Wang and co-authors [10], a surfactant was used26

to exfoliate CEG and obtain stable dispersions in water. Without surfactant, the dispersion27

proved to be difficult due to the low oxygen content of CEG, making it hydrophobic. The28

hydrophobic character of CEG make it a promising reinforcement for non-polar polymers.29

Recent work by de Oliveira Aguiar et al. furthermore showed promising results for the in-30
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corporation of CEG in UHMWPE [11].31

32

For graphene/GO-polymer composites, functionalization is often considered to enhance the33

dispersion and interfacial interaction between the matrix and reinforcements [12]. Recent ad-34

vancements have indicated the potential of functionalisation with polydopamine (PDA) and35

silane compounds as an effective method to increase the polymer-reinforcement interface.36

Dopamine mimics the adhesive proteins from mussels which have shown affinity with a wide37

variety of organic and inorganic surfaces [13, 14]. Under mild alkaline conditions, dopamine38

self-polymerises to form PDA through Michael addition or Schiff base reactions [15]. PDA39

readily bonds with different functional groups [16]. Silane agents have proven to be effective40

for the functionalization of graphene, graphite and respective derivates [17, 7, 18, 19]. By41

hydrolysis, silanol groups are obtained on the silane compound which readily bonds with the42

hydroxyl groups present on the carbon lattice trough a condensation reaction. [20, 21]. Wang43

et al. presented a 400% increase in storage modulus of Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)44

at 10wt% [3-(Methacryloyloxy)propyl]trimethoxysilane (MPS) functionalized CEG, with re-45

spect to a 208% increase for non-functionalized CEG. MPS grafting enhanced the exfoliation46

behaviour of CEG, although also reducing the wetting behaviour to polar solvents[22].47

48

The above mentioned literature has highlighted the potential for CEG to be used as re-49

inforcement in non-polar polymer composites. In this work, novel UHMWPE composites50

based on CEG were prepared at three different reinforcement contents. To enhance the dis-51

persion and interfacial adhesion with the polymer, CEG functionalized with PDA and MPS52

and their respective composites were synthesized and characterized. The dispersability and53

interfacial compatibility of CEG and functionalized CEG (f-CEG) were examined. Further-54

more, the thermomechanical and surface properties were obtained with respect to prospective55

use of these composite materials in bearing applications.56
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2. Experimental57

2.1. Materials58

Commercial expandable graphite (+50 mesh) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich. Ethanol59

96% was obtained from Solveco AB, Sweden. Tris, Tris HCl, [3-(Methacryloyloxy)propyl]60

trimethoxysilane (MPS) 98%, dopamine hydrochloride 98% and N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)61

99% were supplied by Sigma Aldrich. UHMWPE (MIPELON XM-220) was supplied by Mit-62

sui Chemicals, Japan with a molecular weight of 200 x 104 g mol −1 and a particles size of63

30 µm.64

2.2. Preparation and functionalization of CEG65

Chemically expanded graphite was synthesized according to the method described in work66

by Peng et al. [23] and is illustrated in figure 1. To obtain the intermediate graphite intercala-67

tion compound (GIC), 4 g of expandable graphite flakes were added to 160 ml of concentrated68

H2SO4 (98%), keeping the solution in an ice bath to avoid excessive heat release. Following,69

4 g of KMnO4 was added to the mixture and stirred during 1 hour at room temperature and70

subsequently filtered and washed with H2SO4, obtaining the dark green GIC. Separately,71

360 ml of H2SO4 (98%) and 40 mL of H2O2 (30%) were mixed in a beaker immersed in an ice72

bath, where the GIC was added while stirring during 10 min. Thereafter, the mixture was73

left standing overnight and filtered and washed with deionized water to finally obtain CEG.74

75

To prepare PD-CEG, 0.1 g CEG was ultrasonically exfoliated in 50 ml ethanol for 30 min.76

300 ml 0.1M tris buffer solution was prepared and adjusted to pH 8.5. The buffer solution77

was then transferred to a round bottom flask equipped with a magnetic stirrer and reflux78

condenser. 0.05 g dopamine hydrochloride was consequently added an stirred until the solu-79

tion turned slightly pink indicating polymerization of the dopamine. The CEG suspension80

was then added and the solution heated to 60◦C for 24 hours while continuously stirring the81

solution. After the solution was cooled back to room temperature, it was vacuum filtrated82

using a 0.22 µm PVDF membrane filter before repeatedly washing and filtering with ethanol83

and consequently re-dispersing the PDA-CEG in ethanol.84

85
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Figure 1: Illustration of the synthesis and functionalization of CEG

MPS functionalization of CEG was performed using a modified version of the method de-86

scribed by Yuan et al. [24]. 0.1 g of CEG was ultrasonically dispersed in 200 ml ethanol87

for 30 min after adjusting the pH to 3.5 by diluted hydrochloric acid. The mixture was88

consequently transferred to a round bottom flask with reflux condenser and heated to 70◦C89

under constant magnetic stirring. The 0.5 g MPS was then dissolved in 50 ml ethanol and90

dropwise added to the CEG mixture and left to react for 24 hours. The cooled down solution91

was repeatedly washed and filtered using a PVDF filter and the MPS-CEG re-dispersed in92

ethanol.93

2.3. Manufacturing of UHMWPE composites94

Based on the initial quantity of used CEG, the volume of CEG/f-CEG dispersions to ob-95

tain the concentrations of 1, 3 and 5 wt% was determined. The composites were prepared by96

sonication of the dispersions for 60 min before adding 10 g of UHMWPE and a consequent97

60 minute sonication step. The mixture was then mixed by planetary ball milling (PM-98

100, Retsch) at 200 rpm for 120 min. The obtained slurry was oven dried for 24 hours99

at 60◦C before consolidating the acquired powder by means of compression moulding. The100

compression moulding was done at 190◦C using several 15 MPa loading and unloading cycles.101
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2.4. Characterisation of CEG and f-CEG102

Raman spectroscopy was used to analyse the characteristic carbon peak of CEG and103

highlight changes arrising from the functionalization. The experiments were executed using104

an Xplora plus Raman microscope (Horiba Scientific, NJ, USA). A 532 nm laser was used105

at 10 mW over a range of 300-3900 cm−1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)106

was performed on the pure CEG and f-CEG powders to identify bonds related to the in-107

troduced functional groups. The dispersions were dried at 60 ◦C and the obtained powders108

were ground and pressed into KBr pellets. The measurements were performed using a Vertex109

70v FTIR spectrometer (Bruker, MA, USA) over a frequency range of 500-4000 cm−1. X-ray110

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on the CEG powders using a Axis Ultra111

DLD XPS spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Ltd., UK) using a Al kα x-ray source. X-ray112

diffraction (XRD) studies were performed on the CEG species using an Empyrean diffrac-113

tometer (PANanalytical, the Netherlands) equipped with a Cu kα x-ray source. Furthermore,114

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on CEG and f-CEG using a TGA 8000115

(Perkin Elmer, MA, USA). The powders were heated under nitrogen atmosphere from room116

temperature to 800◦C employing a heating rate of 10◦C min−1.117

2.5. Characterisation of polymer composites118

The dispersion of the reinforcements within the matrix and the interfacial adhesion be-119

tween reinforcement and polymer were analysed. Both the powder mixtures before compres-120

sion moulding and cryogenic fracture surfaces of the consolidated materials were imaged using121

a Magellan 400 scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI company, OR, USA). Differential122

scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to investigate the effect of the different reinforcements123

on the polymer thermal and crystallisation behaviour. Experiments were executed using a124

DSC821 instrument (Mettler Toledo, OH, USA) under an inert nitrogen atmosphere. The 6-8125

mg samples were heated to 200◦C and held isothermally for 5 min. The pans were then cooled126

to -130◦C and heated to 200◦C at a heating rate of 10◦C min−1. Dynamic mechanical analy-127

sis (DMA) was used to determine the viscoelastic behaviour of the composites by employing128

a Tritec 2000 DMA (Triton Technologies, UK). Samples were machined to dimensions of129

25x3.5x4 mm and subjected to three-point-bending over a temperature range from -150◦C130
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to 170◦C at a heating rate of 2◦C min−1 and a frequency of 1 Hz and 10 Hz. Using the131

DMA curves, the reinforcement factor, r, was determined for a given reinforcement content132

using equation 1 [25]. In this equation, Ec is the composite storage modulus, Em is the pure133

matrix storage modulus and Vf is the reinforcement volume fraction. Due to the inability to134

accurately determine the CEG/f-CEG, the mass fraction was used instead.135

r =
(Ec/Em − 1)

Vf
(1)

Additionally, the adhesion factor, A, was determined for the reinforcements using equation136

2 [25]. The adhesion factor describes the damping of the material relative to the reinforcement137

volume fraction. In this equation tan δc and tan δm represent the damping factor of the138

composite and matrix, respectively. The damping effect by the reinforcement and interphase139

is considered negligible.140

A =
1

1 − Vf

tan δc
tan δm

− 1 (2)

The effect of the used reinforcements on the surface mechanical properties was investigated141

through micro hardness indentations. The micro hardness was evaluated using a MXT-α142

(Matsuzawa, Japan) Vickers hardness indenter with a load of 100 g for 20 seconds. Ten143

indentations were made for each material. The wettability of the surface was analysed by144

contact angle measurement by depositing 4 µl drops of distilled water using an Attension145

optical tensiometer (Biolin Scientific, Sweden). Di-iodomethane was furthermore used to146

calculate the surface free energy (SFE) using the OWRK theory. For each material a mini-147

mum ten drops were analysed per liquid. To investigate the potential of these materials for148

bearing applications, an initial tribological characterisation was executed using a Cameron-149

plint TE77 reciprocating tribometer under water lubricated conditions. The materials were150

machined to pins of 4.1x4.1mm and slid against SS2333 stainless steel counter surfaces at a151

stroke length of 5 mm with a roughness of 0.3 µm Ra. A contact pressure of 10 MPa was152

used and a sliding speed of 0.02 ms−1 over the total test duration of 40 hours.153
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3. Results and Discussion154

3.1. Characterisation of CEG and f-CEG155

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2: Characterisation results of CEG and f-CEG a) Raman spectrum, b) FTIR infrared spectrum, c)
SEM micrograph of CEG, d) XRD diffraction pattern, e) TGA mass loss curves and f) SEM micrograph of
CEG indicating the sheet thickness

The spectra obtained by Raman spectroscopy, presented in figure 2a, showed a large156

reduction in relative D-band intensity for the functionalized CEG. The ID/IG ratio, as de-157

termined by maximum peak intensity, was 0.76 for the CEG and reduced to 0.20 and 0.23158

for PD-CEG and MPS-CEG, respectively. The change in ID/IG ratio indicates a restora-159

tion of the SP2 domain which could be due to the reduction of CEG [26]. The three FTIR160

spectra of the functionalized and non-functionalized CEG can be found in figure 2b. The161

FTIR spectrum for the pure CEG shows clear graphitic features with a peak at 1627 cm162

−1 due C=C stretching. The vibration of -OH groups appears as an intense broad peak at163

3435 cm−1 including some smaller peaks such as the one found at 3240 cm−1. At both 1390164

cm −1 and 1117 cm−1 peaks were identified related to -CO stretching vibrations, indicating165

the presence of oxygen moieties on the CEG surface. For PD-CEG, no new peaks could be166

identified by FTIR which can likely be attributed to a low degree of functionalization or peak167
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overlap with the main CEG peaks. For the MPS-functionalized CEG, a higher peak intensity168

at 2850 cm−1 and 2920 cm−1 was present due to the symmetric and asymmetric vibrations169

of the alkyl groups of the MPS molecules. Two small peaks appeared at 740 cm−1 and170

1470 cm−1 which can also be ascribed to -CH2 bonds. Furthermore, at 1045 cm−1 a minor171

increase in peak intensity was found which can be related to stretching of Si-O-C bonds by172

MPS functionalization [27].173

174

The full XPS spectra of CEG and f-CEG are presented in figure 3. Deconvolution of the car-175

bon 1S peak of CEG (see figure 3d) shows two contributions at 284.6 eV and 286 eV, which176

correspond C-C bonding of the SP2 hybridized carbon and C-O bonding, respectively. The177

contribution of C-O bonds was used to determine an oxygen content of 14.4%. The O1s peak178

shows the presence of mainly hydroxyl and epoxy groups. A notable quantity of sulphur was179

furthermore found, likely corresponding to remaining sulphuric acid from forming the GIC.180

For PD-CEG, the nitrogen peak showed two contributions at 399.9 eV and 401.9 eV (see181

figure 3e) related to amine and protonated amine, respectively [28]. The protonated amine182

peak corresponds to the presence of dopamine whereas the amine peak can be assigned to the183

presence of polydopamine, indicating both functionalization and polymarization. Assuming184

a single amine group per polydopamine molecule, the total contribution of the nitrogen amine185

peaks allowed for a degree of functionalization of 1.03 at%. For MPS-CEG, at 102.5 eV a186

new peak was observed related to the Si 2p peak, see figure 3f, which be assigned to MPS187

molecules. The degree of functionalization could be estimated to be 0.15 at%. For both func-188

tionalised CEG species, the oxygen content reduced significantly. PD-CEG and MPS-CEG189

had an oxygen content of 7.7% and 8.6%, respectively. The self-polymerization reaction of190

dopamine to form polydopamine is known to reduce graphene oxide [29]. For silane com-191

pounds, the condensation reaction takes away the hydroxyl groups by forming N-H bonds,192

reducing the oxygen content[30]. Alternatively, the consistent reduction for both function-193

alized species could be related to solvothermal reduction. At high temperatures, alcohols,194

including ethanol, have shown to be effective media to reduce graphite oxide [31, 32]. The195

reduced C-O peak in the carbon 1S spectrum indicates the removal of mainly epoxy and196

hydroxyl groups, which are expected to be removed at the lowest temperatures [33].197
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198

XRD of the CEG provided a broad 002 diffraction beak at 26.4◦, see figure 2d. This peak199

corresponds to that of unexpanded graphite. The weak intensity and wide nature are related200

to the oxidation of the starting graphite [27]. Both the PD and MPS-CEG showed increases201

in peak intensity which has previously also been found by wang et al. for MPS decorated202

CEG [22]. Likely the reduction of CEG by the functionalization process allows for the partial203

restoration of the initial graphitic lamellar structure, giving rise to an enhanced 002 peak in-204

tensity. The mass loss curves as found by TGA can be found in figure 2e. The mass loss of the205

pure CEG indicated an oxygen content of 15 wt%, closely matching the XPS data. Although206

TGA is considered a powerful tool to determine the degree of functionalization, the evident207

reduction of CEG makes determining the degree of functionalization challenging. The curves208

for PD-CEG and MPS-CEG do however clearly indicate the successful functionalization by209

introducing new degradation mechanisms of the organic functionalization compounds.210

(a) (b) (c)

(d) C1s (e) N1s (f) Si2p

Figure 3: The full XPS spectra and relevant XPS peaks of: a,d) CEG, b,e) PD-CEG and c,f) MPS-CEG
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3.2. Optical characterisation211

SEM micrographs of the obtained CEG can be found in figures 2c and 2f. A reduction in212

average sheet size from 300+ µm to 50 µm can clearly be observed following the synthesis of213

CEG by oxidation and expansion. Sheet stacks with a thickness from 0.12 µm up to 0.61 µm214

were measured prior to exfoliation. The 5 wt% composite powder morphology prior to con-215

solidation can be found in figure 4. When compared to CEG, MPS-CEG appears in larger216

and thicker aggregations. This is likely due to the inability of MPS-CEG to exfoliate and217

disperse efficiently in the highly polar ethanol. For PD-CEG an enhancement in exfoliation218

is visible with thinner and more wrinkled aggregations and a higher coverage of the polymer219

powder. These observations are in line with the disperability studies of CEG and f-CEG220

in both ethanol and NMP which are presented in figure S1. The enhanced exfoliation and221

dispersion of PD-CEG can be explained by the polar nature of ethanol which has a better222

affinity towards the PD terminations. By drop casting ethanol dispersion on aluminium sem223

stubs, the degree of exfoliation was furthermore studied. The SEM micrographs are presented224

in figure S2.225

226

High magnification images of the fracture surfaces of the pure polymer and 1 wt% com-227

posites are presented in figure 5. The pure polymer fracture surface appears rather uniform228

with clear features of a ductile fracture. For the non-modified CEG, aggregates of CEG were229

identified without a sign of a good interfacial bonding with the matrix and clear pull-out230

gaps on the surface. This is an indication that the lamellar structure is largely maintained231

without efficient exfoliation. The PD functionalization had a significant effect on the exfo-232

liation as thinner sheets were clearly visible and more properly distributed throughout the233

polymer (figure 5c). However, no signs of an enhanced interface with the polymer were iden-234

tified. In contrast, the MPS modified CEG demonstrated a stronger adhesion to the polymer235

with chains covering sheets of the f-CEG at the fracture surface, as highlighted in figure 5d.236

Furthermore, the surrounding polymer showed more plastic deformation indicating a more237

ductile fracture. However, non-bonded MPS-CEG surfaces were still visible, which relate to238

aggregates and their weak interplanar bonding. Similar features were identified for all tested239

concentrations.240
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Figure 4: SEM micrographs of powder morphology of: a) UHMWPE, b) 5 wt% CEG, c) 5 wt% PD-CEG, d)
5 wt% MPS-CEG The red arrows indicate the CEG and f-CEG sheets along the polymer particles

5 µm
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polymer covered
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non-bonded
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(d)

Figure 5: SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces from: a) UHMWPE b) 1% CEG c) 1% PD-CEG d) 1%
MPS-CEG
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3.3. DSC241

The obtained degrees of crystallinity for the composites can be found in figure 6a. For242

PD-CEG, a reduction in degree of crystallinity was obtained for all tested concentrations.243

With respect to CEG and MPS-CEG, PD-CEG provided a clearly enhanced dispersion which244

enhances the reinforcement’s ability to obstruct crystallisation by obstructing the polymer245

chain mobility and fusing of the UHMWPE powder. For both the CEG and MPS-CEG246

composites no statistically significant differences were found. The average peak melting247

temperatures for the different composites can be found in figure 6b and the melting curves are248

provided in figure S3. All composites clearly have a reduced melting temperature with respect249

to the pure polymer. By obstructing the chain mobility and thereby the fusing of individual250

powder particles crystallites with a lower lamella thickness are formed. Identical behaviour251

has previously been identified by Wu et al. for boron nitride UHMWPE composites [34].252

For GO based composites previously obtained results indicated no clear change in melting253

temperature [35, 36]. The obtained reduction in melting temperature could also be attributed254

the enhanced thermal conductivity due to the introduction of CEG. Similar to the work by255

Wu et al. the high thermal conductivity of the reinforcement could enable the temperature256

to reach the bulk at a higher rate, advancing the obtained peak melting temperature upon257

heating. For GO, the higher degree of oxidation could suppress this effect by significantly258

reducing the thermal conductivity [37].259

3.4. Mechanical characterisation260

The DMA results, as presented in figure 7, show the storage and loss moduli with respect261

to temperature as obtained under 10 Hz. The storage modulus, G’, represents the elastic262

component of the viscoelasticity whereas the loss modulus, G”, represents the energy which263

is dissipated and thereby denotes the viscous portion. The storage modulus at room temper-264

ature decreases by 14% from 737.2 MPa to 630.9 MPa when introducing 1 wt% CEG with265

respect to pure UHMWPE. The initial decrease in storage modulus has previously also been266

found for expanded graphite and graphite oxide by Rocha et al. at a reinforcement content267

of 0.5 wt% [38]. An identical decrease was also observed for lower percentages of rGO in268

polyethylene [39, 40, 41]. Pang et al. showed an increase in storage modulus of 13% for 0.5269
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Figure 6: DSC results of UHMWPE and composite materials showing the a) degree of crystallinity and b)
peak melting temperature

wt% GO in UHMWPE. However, when increasing the GO content from 0.5 to 1 wt%, the270

storage modulus decreased significantly, obtaining a value lower than for pure UHMWPE271

[42]. Interestingly, a similar but more severe decrease (36% reduction) was present for 1 wt%272

MPS-CEG. PD-CEG, in contrast, provided a slight increase (5%) in storage modulus with273

respect to the pure polymer. The decrease in room temperature storage modulus for both 1274

wt% CEG and MPS-CEG is likely related to their poor dispersion as described previously.275

At a low content the presence of aggregates, which were identified by SEM, obstructs the276

effective stress transfer between UHMWPE particles. At higher concentrations of 3 and 5277

wt%, the reinforcement effect is enhanced, increasing G’ with 13% and 15% when compared278

to UHMWPE, respectively. For 5 wt% MPS-CEG, a storage modulus of 979.7 MPa was279

obtained, an increase of 32%. For PD-CEG, all tested percentages provided an enhanced280

storage modulus with a maximum increase at 5 wt% to 992.3 MPa, providing a 34% increase281

in storage modulus with respect to UHMWPE. These improvements are in the same range282

as obtained for 5wt% rGO, graphite and expanded graphite based polyethylene composites283

prepared using melt mixing techniques, see table 1. In comparison to these results, the use of284

functionalized CEG introduces a simple and scalable approach to prepare high performance285

graphene based polymer composites. The authors suggest the use of melt mixing to further286

enhance the exfoliation and dispersion of CEG which could amplify the improvements in287

mechanical properties [22].288
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: ()a) Storage and b) loss modulus curves of UHMWPE and composites with a reinforcement content
of 1 wt% and 5 wt% at 10 Hz

Material Filler content G’ improvement Ref.

HDPE/rGO 5 wt% 33% [47]
HDPE/expanded graphite 5 wt% ∼50% [48]
HDPE/expanded graphite 5 wt% 34% [45]

UHMWPE/CEG 5 wt% 7% [11]
UHMWPE/CEG 5 wt% 15% This work

UHMWPE/PD-CEG 5 wt% 34% This work
UHMWPE/MPS-CEG 5 wt% 32% This work

Table 1: Relative improvement in storage modulus with respect to the pure matrix at room temperature

289

The relative and absolute enhancements in storage modulus by introducing the CEG290

decreases at increasing temperatures. The maximum enhancements as obtained at -100◦C291

were 28%, 50%, 58% for 5 wt% CEG, PD-CEG and MPS-CEG, respectively, highlighting the292

potential of these composites for use at low temperature applications. Similar behavior has293

previously also been found for multiwalled carbon nanotube / epoxy composites by Chen et294

al. under cryogenic temperatures, the authors found a more pronounced reinforcement due295

to the large differences in thermal expansion coefficient causing the polymer to shrink around296

the reinforcement, enhancing the interface strength between the matrix and MWCNTs [49].297

It is likely that the obtained results by introducing CEG and f-CEG rely on the same mech-298

anism.299
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300

The loss moduli, as presented in figure 7b, show two main relaxation mechanisms appearing301

as peaks. The γ relaxation at around -120◦C is related to the chain motion in the amorphous302

phase and indicates the glass transition. The α relaxation relates to chain motion within the303

crystalline phase. No clear differences in glass transition temperature were obtained. This304

could be an indication that the amorphous phase of the polymer is unaffected by the intro-305

duction of the reinforcements. However, with the heating rate being a factor 5 lower than306

what was used in DSC experiments, the thermal gradient in the sample is also reduced. This307

negates the influence of thermal conductivity on the measured thermal transition tempera-308

tures which could alternatively explain the absence of differences in Tg for the pure polymer309

and the composites.310

311

The reinforcement efficiency factor, r, as presented in table 2 shows that CEG and f-CEG312

are most efficient at 3 wt%. Increasing the reinforcement content does enhance the storage313

modulus but due to a higher amount of aggregates, a higher content is increasingly less ef-314

ficient. The adhesion factors for the different materials are presented in table 2. For well315

dispersible reinforcements, an enhanced interfacial adhesion reduces the chain mobility of316

the matrix close to the reinforcement. This reduces the damping of the matrix, lowering the317

tan δ and adhesion factor. The limit of adhesion is A = 0, where lower A-factors indicate318

interfacial adhesion [50]. The values in table 2 are high when compared to literature [50, 25].319

When comparing the CEG with f-CEG, MPS-CEG provides a higher adhesion factor than320

CEG whereas PD-CEG has the lowest adhesion factor at a concentration of 1 wt%. For321

all reinforcements, the highest concentration of 5 wt% also provided the highest adhesion322

factor. While the model assumes no damping by the reinforcement, the results indicate that323

the damping is increased for MPS-CEG and higher concentrations of all reinforcements. This324

increase is likely not due to the interface adhesion itself but damping by the multilayer CEG,325

which dissipates energy through internal friction of the layers [51]. A high concentration326

of CEG/f-CEG in the composite, prevents an adequate dispersion, enhancing the content327

of aggregates and therefore the damping. Similar results have in the past been obtained for328

graphite based composites [52].329
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Sample G’ [MPa] G” [MPa] r A Micro-hardness [HV]

UHMWPE 737.2 12.5 - - 4.24 ± 0.07
1 wt% CEG 630.9 14.5 -14.4 0.20 4.10 ± 0.08
3 wt% CEG 831.6 17.4 4.4 0.13 4.14 ± 0.05
5 wt% CEG 851.2 19.9 3.0 0.28 4.16 ± 0.05

1 wt% PD-CEG 773.4 11.2 4.4 0.10 4.33 ± 0.09
3 wt% PD-CEG 939.8 22.0 9.2 0.11 5.06 ± 0.09
5 wt% PD-CEG 992.3 24.6 6.7 0.25 5.10 ± 0.14

1 wt% MPS-CEG 474.9 15.6 -35.8 0.39 4.30 ± 0.05
3 wt% MPS-CEG 960.9 21.6 9.8 0.23 5.31 ± 0.15
5 wt% MPS-CEG 979.7 23.5 6.3 0.23 4.94 ± 0.14

Table 2: DMA and micro hardness data at 23◦C

330

The micro hardness values can be found in table 2. The addition of CEG induces a slight331

reduction in micro hardness from 4.24 to 4.10 HV although increasing when introducing a332

higher content. These results are in line with the above presented DMA results. Both species333

of surface functionalised CEG increase the micro hardness, especially for a higher content of334

3 wt% and 5 wt%. For MPS-CEG, a maximum micro hardness of 5.31 HV was obtained at335

3 wt%, whereas a value of 5.10 HV was obtained using 5 wt% PD-CEG, respective increases336

of 25% and 20%. The higher hardness for f-CEG can be explained by two mechanisms. For337

the PD-CEG an enhanced exfoliation was present, increasing the available surface area to338

transfer stress from the polymer with respect to the aggregated non-functionalized CEG.339

For the MPS-functionalization, the previously discussed indications of an enhanced interface340

with the polymer explain the prevailing increase in hardness as obtained at 3 wt% and 5341

wt%.342

3.5. Wettability and wear characterisation343

The low wettability of UHMWPE is an important characteristic for the low friction and344

wear performance of the polymer in lubricated contacts [54]. The surface wettability to water345

as determined by the contact angles can be found in figure 8a. The results clearly show the346

effect of the low degree of oxidation of CEG. The water contact angle increases with respect347

to pure UHMWPE (98.6◦) as a function of the CEG content with the 5 wt% CEG providing348

the most hydrophobic surface with a contact angle of 107.2◦. These values are significantly349
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higher than the results obtained for GO / UHMWPE composites [35] and in the same range350

as the contact angle found for recent work on onion like carbon / UHMWPE composite [55].351

The effect of functionalization with PD and MPS is furthermore clearly visible at high CEG352

contents. MPS increases the water contact angle as is often found for this compound [24].353

The highest contact angle for MPS-CEG was found for 5 wt%, providing a contact angle354

of 119.0◦. Polydopamine functionalization with the presence of hydroxyl groups does not355

provide the same degree of increase in water contact angle.356

357

The surface free energy (SFE) follows the same trend as obtained for the water contact358

angle (see figure 8b) with a lower SFE when increasing the CEG and MPS-CEG content.359

Noteworthy is the trend for PD-CEG which provides an increase in SFE at an increasing360

content. This likely is a result of the surface chemistry but also an enhanced exfoliation361

allowing for more PD-CEG to cover the specimen surface. Although the surface roughness362

parameters were identical for all samples, the surface roughness along with the local surface363

chemistry could play a dominant factor in surface wettability. The results from the prelim-364

inary tribological experiments are presented in figure 9. The results show that for 5 wt%365

MPS-CEG, the wear rate was reduced by 99%, which is notably higher than the reduction366

obtained using GO or rGO [56, 57]. For the 5 wt% CEG, this reduction was less significant367

at 83%. The difference can be explained by the enhanced mechanical properties through368

the interface adhesion between the MPS-CEG and the polymer along with the increased369

hydrophobicity which enables more effective lubrication of distilled water. The higher wear370

at 5 wt% for CEG and PD-CEG when compared to 1 wt% can be explained by the higher371

content of aggregates which can act as defects in the composite and thereby promoting wear.372
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Figure 8: Surface wettability of UHMWPE and composite materials as indicated by the: a) water contact
angle and b) surface free energy
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Figure 9: Preliminary specific wear rates from the tribological experiments

4. Conclusions373

CEG was successfully prepared with oxygen values closely resembling values found in lit-374

erature. MPS and PD molecules were furthermore successfully grafted onto the CEG. XPS375

analyses indicated a reduction in oxygen content by functionalization preventing the efficient376

exfoliation of CEG in ethanol and thereby reducing the obtainable degree of functionaliza-377

tion. PD functionalized CEG, provided an enhanced dispersability in the polymer matrix378

with respect to the non-modified CEG. Additionally the MPS-functionalization enhanced379

the interface with the polymer as was visible from fracture surfaces. At higher reinforcement380
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contents of 3 wt% and 5 wt%, the mechanical properties were significantly enhanced for381

CEG and both functionalized CEG species, especially at low temperatures with an increase382

in storage modulus of up to 58% by 5 wt% PD-CEG. The wettability was furthermore re-383

duced upon addition of CEG and MPS-CEG with particularly high water contact angles for384

the MPS-CEG composites, making the material highly hydrophobic. Under water lubricated385

conditions, the composites had an enhanced wear resistance during the preliminary tribologi-386

cal evaluation with a decrease in wear of up to 99%. CEG and especially functionalized CEG387

proved to be promising reinforcements for use in polymer composites with the ability for388

commercial up-scaling. The enhanced mechanical properties, along with the wettability and389

wear resistance, indicate the potential of the composites for use in tribological applications.390
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